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Brooke Saxon-Spencer
founder + editor

WWW.BELONG-MAG.COM
@BELONGMAG

FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR

“E .L . Doctorow sa id once sa id that ‘Writ ing 
a novel is l ike dr iv ing a car at night . You can 
see only as far as your head l ights , but you can 
ma ke the whole t r ip that way.’ You don’t have 
to see where you’re going, you don’t have to see 
your dest inat ion or ever y thing you wi l l pass 
a long the way. You just have to see two or three 
feet a head of you.” Anne Lamott, Bird by Bird: 
Some Instructions on Writing and Life

I would argue that it doesn’t rea l ly mat ter what 
the dest inat ion is . W hat mat ters is star ing the 
journey. We can sit id ly watching the world 
spin and dizzy us with a l l the commotion. 
Or, we can ta ke a deep breath and hitch a r ide 
to somewhere we may never have imagined 
ex isted.

That ’s what Belong Magazine is . It is a journey. 
Belong Magazine is designed to celebrate the 
ar t and communit y of blogging. In a l l that we 
do, our mission is to inspire women to use their 
passions for a purpose in cra f t ing and shar ing 
authent ic words, images and ideas to be l i fe-
g iv ing and encourage others . It is our desire 
for women to k now that they are enough, their 
voice mat ters , and that they have a place. They 
belong. You BELONG. 

I ’m not a writer, photographer, or graphic 
designer (though I pretend to be, somet imes). 
I ’m just me—crazy ice cream-addicted and nap-
lov ing me. But that ’s enough. I ’m enough. So 
I ’ l l  cont inue to ta ke the next step and hope that 
the journey that has become Belong Magazine 
wi l l be a journey others wi l l want to embark 
upon as wel l .  W ho k nows where we might go? 
We just need to ta ke t he next step, toget her.

Next 
Step
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Styled stock photography is a relatively new 
concept.  When Shay opened the SC Stockshop back 
in Nov of 2014 the main source of “stock” images was 
“istock” and other well known stock image websites. 
These sources were a bit “stiff ” and were not easy to 
navigate. Rarely would a small, creative business turn 
to a source like this to help them sell a product or 
to bring a beautiful photographic element into their 
branding. 

Styled stock photography has almost limitless 
uses and can be a game changer for a shop that feels 
like their product or service is of higher quality then 
what they are “presenting” to the world through 
their website, photography and social media.  What 
originally started as a way for graphic designers to 
show off their paper good designs has evolved into 
brands making styled stock images a key element of 
their branding visuals across all platforms. According 
to Shay, “A shop owner will often have an image or a 

part of an image built into the background of their site 
design or overlay it with text and use it as the opening 
home page banner image on their website. They might 
also crop the image into custom buttons for the home 
page of their website. They can use a coordinating 
image to create the header for their blog and another 
coordinating image to create a header for their 
newsletter, twitter background, Facebook page header, 
You Tube channel header and then crop the images 
into various squares to use for shop announcements 
on Instagram and other social media platforms!” The 
possibilities are endless, and at the end of the day 
what is achieved is a cohesive professional look that 
rivals that of the big brands.

From Shay’s perspective, she has seen styled stock 
photography make a huge difference in three key 
areas: 1) when used to make a strong f irst impression 
on the home page of a website, 2) when used on social 
media or Pinterest to make announcements, promote 

PHOTOGRAPHY   SHAY COCHRANE PHOTOGRAPHY

Styled
Sophistication

A NEW TAKE ON STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY

Shay Cochrane
founder of the SC Stockshop

It is subtly and elegantly tucking it’s way into every aspect of the visual landscape of our digital world. Styled 
stock photography is a niche that has evolved from standard stock photography and continues to blossom. We 
talked to our cover photographer, Shay Cochrane, owner and designer of the SC Stockshop, to get the details 

about this new trend.
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a product or service or engage followers, and 3) when 
used consistently inside a shop to create a cohesive 
and professional look for your shop listings. “Keep in 
mind that styled stock is also only effective if it really 
is quality. If it does not have professional polish and 
execution then it could actually be doing more harm 
to your business then good,” Shay warns. 

Shay is f irst and foremost a commercial product 
photographer and product stylist.  Some of her 
favorite projects have been the reccurring work that 
she has done for luxury, candy brand Sugarfina, the 
Sparkle and Shine Darling brand created by Adrienne 
Bosh and her work for designer and Simplif ied 
Planner creator Emily Ley. She partners with brands 
to create images for their websites, catalogues and 
even large scale advertising pieces. Sometimes it is 
product photography and other times it is creating 
essentially custom “stock” images for these large 
brands to use to represent themselves across various 
visual platforms.  She has worked hard to define her 
style and be very honest about what she is best at. 
Instead of trying to be a one-size-fits-all commercial 
photographer, she focuses on doing what she knows 
that she does well and this tends to attract amazing 
clients that share her same vision and aesthetic.   

It was during her stint with commercial product 
styling in 2013 that Shay saw her clients’ needs 
(mostly graphic and paper goods designers at the 
time) to have beautiful, relevant images to use to 
promote their shops and products in a professional, 
polished and consistent way.  The type of visuals 
that could compete with the Kate Spades and Lily 
Pulitzers of the retail industry. The problem was that 
these creatives were not photographers and therefore 
didn’t have the time to shoot images themselves. Many 
of the creatives that contacted her were not at the 
stage of their business to be able to invest in custom 
commercial photography.

That is how the Stockshop was born. Shay 
took a bit of her spare time and created gorgeous, 
professional, quality, styled “stock”  images that 
were thematically relevant for creative businesses 
and had negative space where they could overlay 
text to make a shop announcement or even overlay 
a pdf of their invitation or print design to give the 
il lusion of custom-styled product photography.  Lucky 
for her, this type of shop along with the usability 
and accessibility of these types of images for small 
creative businesses, made the SC Stockshop a bit of 
an overnight success. Now you can f ind all kinds of 
styled stock shops out there and this type of styled 
imagery is being used by everyone from web designers 
to fashion bloggers.

Shay never imagined that the Stockshop would 
grow the way that it has. She is working hard right 
now to continue to serve designers and creative 
shop owners well while expanding the shop to begin 
to produce images that will benefit the blogging 
industry.  Styled stock is perfect for bloggers for 

so many reasons. The Stockshop started down this 
road recently by launching a new line of beauty and 
makeup styled stock images that are perfect for 
beauty and makeup bloggers. Shay believes that, 
“The blogging industry is an amazing one and, 
with everyone f ighting to set themselves apart and 
establish themselves as a professional source, styled 
stock images will be an enormous asset.”  Bloggers 
like Whippy Cake are already starting to use Shay’s 
images throughout their websites, blogs, You Tube 
channels and social media. “I really truly believe that 
the images that I am creating can help to establish and 
propel a blogger’s brand and business,” Shay says.

WHAT ARE SHAY’S TIPS FOR FINDING 
STOCK IMAGES?

TIP 1 / You get what you pay for.  Shops that charge 
more for images are typically also able to shoot with 
better equipment producing a higher quality image 
compared to cheaper images. A higher price tag 
should mean that they are able to spend money on 
more high end propping to give your shop a more high 
end feel and help you to attract high end clientele. So 
instead of an image with fake f lowers and cheap props 
from Target (no offense! I love Target!) or big box 
craft stores, the shops that are shooting with bigger 
brands in mind will charge more for images but will 
be able to pull in high end live f lorals and on-trend 
more exclusive propping for a luxury look.  

TIP 2 / Look at the size/resolution on the image that 
you are buying and make sure that it will work for the 
uses that you have in mind.  We sell only the highest 
possible resolution images which allows our clients 
to crop way way in and get more use out of every inch 
of a stock image. We put time and attention to detail 
into every corner of the image and want you to be able 
to make use of it all!  A low resolution image will not 
allow you to do this without looking pixelated. 

TIP 3 / “Style it yourself ” layered images are 
becoming popular but because of the nature of how 
they are created, then tend to look fake - lacking 
realistic shadow and dimension.  It might be fun to 
play around with the placement of objects but I am 
always a big fan of leaving certain things to other 
professionals so that you can get back to doing what it 
is you do best!

Belong Magazine would like to thank Shay 
Cochrane and the SC Stockshop for their support of the 
magazine and the opportunity to feature their amazing 
work on our cover.

FIND MORE ABOUT SHAY AT:
WWW.SHAYCOCHRANE.COM
WWW.SHAYCOCHRANE.COM/SHOP
@SHAYCOCHRANE
@SCSTOCKSHOP
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DO YOU REALLY KNOW

PHOTOGRAPHY   MIRANDA NORTH PHOTOGRAPHY

WITH ALISSA CIRCLE

ART
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Alissa Circle, founder of Pollinate Media

Alissa Circle is a wife, mom, coffee enthusiast, fitness fanatic and CEO. She has been 
blogging since 2007 which evolved into a handmade accessory business and then a place to 
share life with others through food, style, fitness and travel. In the process, she has fallen 
in love with the blogging community and she co-founded Pollinate Media, a  marketing 
company in the digital space which works as a matchmaker for bloggers and brands, and it’s 
sister company Weave Made Media. Alissa is dynamic, enthusiastic and full of life and she 
shares that energy with the community around her—whether online or in person.

WHAT IS BLOGGING ANYWAYS? Does anyone 
really even know what is it anymore?

Blogging, by definition, is “a website containing 
writers’ own experiences, observations, opinions, etc., 
and often having images and links to other websites.” 
I think this definition doesn’t even begin to touch 
on what blogging is and the inf luence it’s had over 
so many peoples’ lives. It’s more than just a website 
of experiences, it’s a bridge to connect people and 
oftentimes the f irst source people go to when they’re 
looking for information. People want to feel connected 
and blogs provide that.

If anything, blogging has become a leading 
source of information gathering. From DIY, home 
décor ideas, food, fashion to child birth experiences, 
breast feeding, tips for how to be a working mom 
and postpartum, the internet has brought people 
together through bloggers who are willing to put their 
experiences out there for others to relate to. How 
often do we feel less alone when we know others have 
experienced or are experiencing similar situations 
that we are in?

I started blogging 8 years ago because I was the 
f irst among friends to have a baby and I wanted to 
connect with other moms. Then it evolved into an 
ecommerce, handmade accessory business and then 
a place to share life with others through food, style, 
f itness and travel. It is my belief that you’re living 
under a rock if you haven’t heard of blogging or 
don’t understand the inf luence of bloggers within 
the industry, and it’s becoming more rare that people 
aren’t reading blogs daily or writing a blog of their 
own. 

Blogging has evolved into more than people 
sharing personal experiences on their blogs to 
becoming trusted resources in the online space. 
Online digital publishers are now utilized by large 
brands all over the world in partnership to create 
content that will reach new consumers and build 
long lasting brand loyalty. It now goes beyond just a 
website, but extends into the social media space as 
well. 

What was once more of a PR vehicle where 
bloggers would receive coupons or products in 
exchange for content, blogging has evolved into 

a respected career where you can earn six f igures 
leveraging your inf luence in partnership with 
brands. Online publishers are real life people with 
real life stories and that voice is more powerful than 
a commercial or billboard. I believe that blogging 
is becoming the fastest-growing vehicle for brand 
marketing.

Blogs are used for a variety of reasons, from 
personal to DIY, branding, business, pop culture, 
tech and more. Even magazines and newspapers that 
you purchase on local newsstands have online blogs 
where readers can access the latest news with the 
touch of their f ingertips. When people tell me they 
love reading blogs and wish they had one, my answer 
is always the same: what are you waiting for? Get 
started!

The key to successful blogging is consistency and 
presence. Find your niche, f ind your voice and create 
new content daily and then make yourself available to 
interact with those who are coming across your blog 
and social media channels. Successful bloggers f ind 
a need that people have and create content to f il l that 
need.

Other things you need to be doing: responding 
to comments left on your blog, reading other blogs 
and leaving comments, engaging with people who 
comment on your social media channels, and 
following others. For me, I always try and be personal 
and relatable as I love meeting new people in the 
online space.

Want to start a blog? Go for it! Everyone has a 
unique story to tell, whether it’s to capture family 
moments or to help support your business. There’s no 
right reason to start a blog, I would encourage you to 
just do it. There are also some great eBooks and blogs 
out there on how to get started building a blog in just 
30 days. Be ready to commit and put the work in if you 
want it to grow - and always, always be true to who 
you are online. You never know when you’re going to 
bump into someone who follows you online, in real 
life.

FIND MORE ABOUT ALISSA AT:
WWW.DIARYOFANADDICT.CO
@ALISSAMCIRCLE - T WIT TER/INSTGRAM/PINTEREST
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/DIARYOFANADDICT
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WITH KENNESHA BUYCKS

Kennesha Buycks, founder of the Restoration House

Kennesha Buycks is a Southern transplant to the Pacific Northwest from Alabama who 
has now lived in the Seattle area for more than four years. She has a heart and passion 
for seeing women walk confidently into the calling of God on their lives and enjoys 
exploring and watching the glory of God unfold in that journey. When she’s not busy 
being a wife to her amazing husband or a mama to her four kids, she’s spending her time 
writing, blogging and encouraging women to live life uniquely and with passion.

Last fall I attended a local blogger event and was 
instantly in awe of all the talents and gifts just in 
that small space. Each of the girls there seemed to be 
empowered and inspired by the talents of one another 
as they shared their own stories from their individual 
businesses, offered advice, and sparked desires in one 
another to dream and do bigger things. 

Our speaker for that day was Alison of 
@thealisonshow and aside from her dynamic 
personality that totally captured my attention from 
the moment I walked in the door, I was even more 
captivated by something that she said that day that 
I’ve carried with me ever since. 

“You aren’t just bloggers, you are the inf luencers 
[of the world],” she said. She obviously had so many 
other amazing things to share that day but this one, it 
just stuck. 

Honestly, I never really thought about myself 
as a blogger in this way and it marked me. That one 
statement changed the way I saw myself not just as a 
blogger but as a human, forever. 

Maybe it sounds a bit sil ly but, you see, until 
that very moment, I’d only seen myself as a girl 
from Alabama who enjoyed writing and painting 
and sharing a few DIY’s with whomever seemed to 
be interested in following and commenting. At that 
time, I was just a year shy of the anniversary of losing 
my own mother when I attended this event and felt 
that since then, I’d been at a loss for purpose in my 
writing and on the blog altogether. After losing her, I 
questioned my future and just about everything else in 
my life. “Was this supposed to be the end?” I thought. 

It was then, at the very moment those words 
“fell” from her mouth, that I realized the platform 
that God had given me through blogging began to 
serve a greater purpose. I realized that there was so 
much more in store for me and it wasn’t just about a 
business or simply writing or teaching; it was about 
breathing new life into the dreams of others who’d 
long forgotten their own purposes. It was about 
reviving the souls in my readers and inspiring them to 

embrace their own calling and creativity-uniquely. 
Why do I share all of this with you, you ask? Well, 

as bloggers we have the opportunity, the amazing 
responsibility even, to inf luence and change the world 
around us with something as simple as our words and 
ideas. Whether you have 100 or one million followers, 
it makes no difference. Each and every one of us, 
through the power of community and the embracing 
of our own unique gifts, has the power to inf luence 
those around us. Don’t take what you do lightly. You 
are impacting not just the community around you, but 
the world with what you offer. 

Your DIY, how-to and inspirational posts mean 
the world to someone out there. Keep going. There is 
greater purpose ahead. There are bigger platforms. 
There is more inf luence. While we obviously never 
chase these things, I am quite certain that once we 
decide to open up our lives in a new way and grab hold 
of just how amazingly unique we are, we open up the 
f lood gates that attract others to our unique voice. 

What you have to say is bigger than you believe 
and the messages that are on your heart have the 
potential to spread like wildfire, setting ablaze and 
calling purpose to life in your audiences. With the 
click of one submission and your setting aside of 
fears, lives are changed. It’s a big deal. Your message 
matters. 

Blogging, for me, has been all about the unfolding 
of this purpose. Through this community, I have built 
friendships, networks and captured the essence of 
what I believe is a small portion of what I have been 
placed on this earth to do. 

I believe that the amazing thing about this 
community of bloggers is that while many of us 
obviously are joined in purpose in some ways, we each 
express it differently. This is what I love about our 
community and I absolutely love watching as we spur 
each other along the way and encourage one another 
to continue to step out and grow in ways we could 
only imagine. 
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Along this journey of discovering my voice, I’ve stumbled upon 
a few ways to lighten the load and embrace my inner inf luencer. 
Here are just a few of them: 

JUST DO IT. Let’s face it. You’re amazing. No one can do what 
you do quite like you do. You have been called, created and placed 
for a greater purpose than you know. It’s time you embrace it. 
Not only have you been uniquely equipped but you’ve also been 
uniquely called and empowered to do what you do. What’s your 
“good news?” Is it how to hang curtains or build a dining room 
table? Do you gather people and entertain and write the book on 
hospitality? Do it. You are called. You have permission to run full 
speed ahead into the you that you were created to be. Share it with 
the world boldly. 

CREATE COMMUNIT Y & EMBRACE UNIQUENESS. In 
this amazing community of bloggers we each have a unique way 
of expressing ourselves. Just as different as one human voice to 
another, in the same way our blogging voices will not all sound 
the same. What unifies us is our ability to recognize those 
unique voices and qualities and “serve” one another, if you will. 
Whether it’s through community forums, link parties, giveaways 
or conferences, we can f ind ways to uplift each other especially 
in those times when we need to be reminded of our calling as 
powerful inf luencers. Everyone has something to give, even if it’s 
just a word of encouragement or a virtual hug. 

YOU WERE MADE FOR THIS. Don’t question it for one 
moment. You were made for this. Made to build, to inf luence, to 
empower and to encourage. It’s time we stop stressing about it and 
just have fun being who we were called to be. Your blogging isn’t a 
coincidence or by chance nor are your passions and desires. Walk 
confidently in them and watch them work for good in your life. 

Whatever it is you believe your brand, platform or calling to 
be, embrace it. Run with it. Chase it. With all the passion, all the 
vigor, all the energy, you’ve got. Give it everything you’ve got and 
run confidently in the direction of your calling. The world needs 
that. The world needs you. You amazing inf luencer, you.

Q&A WITH THE KENNESHA 

B / Why do you blog?
K / I started my blog almost 8 years ago as a way to showcase 
many of my restored furniture pieces, hence the name Restoration 
House. Restoration House has definitely come a long way. Turning 
from furniture restoration, God has absolutely given me a heart 
for writing and sharing my heart more. I blog. I write. I share. 
I do it all out of a passion for people and seeing hearts and 
lives transformed not merely through my writing but through a 
‘megaphone’ of truth and encouragement inspired by our Creator.

B / What do you blog about?
K / I love a good DIY project or even design inspiration so you’re 
certain to f ind a bit of that at Restoration House, but most of what 
you will f ind on the blog these days will be encouragement and 
inspiration for your everyday life. From daily reminders of who we 
are and what we are called to be and do to learning how to embrace 
our creativity, there’s nothing like being able to inspire and 
empower my readers to live life more courageously and openly. We 
are learning, together, each and every step of the way to rethink 
the way we live and what we’ve believed about ourselves with each 
post.

B / What inspires and motivates you?
K / I am motivated and inspired by just about everything in my 
life. My kids. My friends. My husband. Our church community.
I don’t take where we are or who God has placed in our lives 
lightly. Almost every thing and every person or situation serves a 
purpose. There are few days that go by when I am not reminded of 
the goodness of God in my life through interaction with a friend, 
a stranger or even nature-His creation-itself. I am motivated, 
moved, encouraged and inspired by it all.

B / What has blogging meant for you as far as “community?”
K / Blogging for me is nothing without the community of online 
friends that I have made over the years. Much like life, with each 
season of blogging, the circles shift and change. For the f irst time 
in many years, however, I f inally feel as though I have managed to 
build a community around me to support, encourage and uplift—
mutually. I think what I love even more is having a community or 
non-bloggers as well who continually amaze me with their gift of 
words and encouragement to me sometimes just when I need it.FIND MORE KENNESHA:

RESTORATIONHOUSEINTERIORS.COM
@RESTORATION HOUSE
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We are so blessed to have lots of 
family living near us. When my husband 
graduated from school nearly a decade 
ago, we left behind everything and 
everyone we knew to start a new job 
thousands of miles from home. As we 
pulled out of my parents’ driveway in the 
town I grew up in, I put my head down on 
the center console of the car and sobbed. 
For hundreds of miles. But I clearly 
remember my husband’s sweet assurance 
that he would somehow convince 
everyone to follow us to Oregon. And he 
did! We now have both sets of parents, 
one set of grandparents, and a few 
siblings that have moved within a few 
miles of us. And the rest of the family? 
Well we’re always working on them too, 
showing them the best parts of the state 
when they come to visit, and talking 
about how much we love it here.

Since we’re so happy to have everyone 
close by, we get the whole family together 
as often as possible. Holidays and 
birthdays are a must, but sometimes 
we like to invite everyone over just 
because. Brunch is the perfect meal for 
a “ just because” gathering. It occupies 
that sweet spot right in between casual 
and fancy, and you can serve practically 
anything you want and make it brunch-
appropriate. These are a few of our 
favorite brunch recipes. They elicit cheers 
and smiles whenever they are served.

WITH MELISSA BAHEN
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Strawberry 
Marshmallow Dip
We first had this delightful fruit dip at a friends house 
when I was little. We make it pretty regularly now, and 
after one delicious bite, you’ll see why! It couldn’t be 
easier, or tastier. Our favorite fruits to serve it with 
include fresh strawberries, grapes, bananas, apple slices, 
and chunks of fresh pineapple.

INGREDIENTS
1 8-oz package strawberry cream cheese
1 7-oz jar marshmallow f luff

Makes about 2 cups

In a medium bowl, whisk the strawberry cream 
cheese and marshmallow fluff together until 
smooth-ish. You’ll definitely get an arm work-out!

Caramel-Apple French Toast Casserole
This breakfast bake is basically the most perfect brunch food, especially when you’re expecting guests. You put everything together 
the night before, and then pop it in the oven the next morning while you’re setting the table or doing last-minute party prep. The 
french bread in this casserole gives it a light texture, and the apples and homemade caramel sauce at the bottom combine to form a 
sweet, syrupy layer that is irresistible!

FOR THE FRENCH TOAST L AYER:
6 large eggs
1 1/2 cups milk
1/2 cup f lour
2 teaspoons vanilla
2 Tablespoons sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 loaf french bread from the grocery store    
   bakery department, cut into 1” cubes
whipped cream for serving 
   (optional, but delicious!)

Serves 12

FOR THE CARAMEL-APPLE L AYER:
2 teaspoons light corn syrup
1 stick (1/2 cup) butter
1 cup packed brown sugar
3 large Granny Smith apples, 
   peeled, cored, and sliced

Spray a 9x13” baking dish with nonstick spray. In a small 
saucepan, combine corn syrup, butter, and brown sugar over 
medium heat. Cook until butter is melted, then continue cooking 
for about 3 minutes, whisking often, until the mixture is smooth 
and slightly syrupy. Pour the mixture into the bottom of the 
prepared pan, then top with apple slices.

To make the french toast layer, whisk eggs, milk, flour, vanilla, 
sugar, salt, and cinnamon in a very large bowl until smooth. Add 
cubed bread to the bowl and fold gently with a rubber spatula 
until all of the bread is evenly coated. Pour the bread on top of 
the apples in the pan, cover with plastic wrap, and refrigerate 
overnight. Don’t skip this step! The egg mixture needs time 
to soak into the bread or you’ll end up with dry spots in your 
casserole.

In the morning, preheat the oven to 375°F. Remove the plastic 
from the pan, and place pan in the oven. Bake the french toast 
casserole for 30-35 minutes, until a knife inserted in the center 
comes out clean. Serve plain or topped with whipped cream.
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Melissa’s
Brunch Tips

A SELECTION OF YOGURT f lavors rounds 
out this menu nicely. Put the individual 
yogurt containers in a bowl of ice so they stay 
nice and cool.

ART

STORE-BOUGHT JUICES AND BEVERAGES in a 
rainbow of colors are delicious, and look especially 
nice on the table when they’ve been poured out of 
their not-so-attractive cardboard containers and into 
pretty glass bottles. These are from IKEA. A quick 
label made from washi tape and a f ine-point marker 
lets everyone know what their beverage options are.

EVERY PART Y, especially every brunch, needs fresh f lowers, and they don’t 
have to cost a fortune or require an extra trip to the f lorist. Your grocery story 
f loral department probably has some pretty bouquets that just need a quick 
rearranging to look fabulous.

Melissa Bahen
founder of Lulu the Baker & The Hello Sessions

Melissa writes the food and lifestyle blog Lulu the Baker, where she focuses on 
fresh recipes and modern country life. She’s also the co-founder of The Hello 

Sessions, a one-day, workshop-based conference for bloggers and creative 
entrepreneurs kicking off its inaugural event in Portland, OR this October. 

She lives in the rolling hills of western Oregon with her husband, four children, 
six chickens, and a beehive. Her first book, a collection of recipes and projects 
for simple, Scandinavian-inspired gatherings, will be published by Sasquatch 

Books in September 2016.
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Giveaway!
We are excited to partner with these 
great businesses to offer you some 
wonderful products FOR FREE!

To qualify, you must subscribe to Belong Magazine’s website. 
Go to www.belong-mag.com to susbcribe.

Look for announcements and additional opportunities to be entered on the Belong Magazine blog 
and other social media channels. Deadline to enter is 11/15/15. Winners will be announced 11/16/15.

Skinny Jeans Clutch  / $49
 www.abbymaddy.com

Deluxe Ear Hoody + Pants for Baby  / $72
made from 100% high quality cotton fabric 
custom designed exclusively for Purl Lamb. 

Winner can choose boy or girl.
www.purllamb.com

Ampersand Necklace  / $19.99
small gold necklace with ambersand charm

www.carolinegshop.com
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A litt le over three years ago I started this blog. In 
the beginning, my corner of the Internet was a quiet 
place. I wouldn’t say it was lonely, but litt le more 
than four people read my blog. One of them was my 
mother. But I kept chugging along, writing my heart 
out, telling truths about my life and motherhood. It 
wasn’t until I Googled “cake pops”, that I found “life 
style blogs”. I had no idea they existed. Soon I found a 
favorite and followed it religiously, and wouldn’t you 
know it, I found other blogs. I started participating 
in link ups and advertising swaps, and by the time 
my litt le blog celebrated its f irst birthday, I had made 
some real connections. Dare I say those connections 
were actual friends? Meeting people via blogging was 
just as rewarding as it was strange. How can you call 
someone a friend, when you haven’t met them in real 
life?

A conference like Elevate can turn those social 
media friends into real life friends and family. Elevate 
is a not just a conference, it’s a revival. In just one 
day, Elevate is a chance to connect with other bloggers 
in all walks of their blogging life. Newly established 
bloggers co-mingle with larger successful bloggers in 
a friendly and warm environment, making it almost 
impossible not to make long lasting bonds. Elevate 
creators, Summer and Jen maintain a low attendee 
policy, making it easy to network and collaborate. I 
always feel welcomed and included, but I also come 
away inspired and renewed, about my blog and about 
the business potential of my blog. 

The f irst Elevate was held in 2012, with just about 
f ifty attendees. Today Elevate has blossomed to about 
seventy f ive attendees, and is hosted at its new home, 
The Newport Dunes Resort. That’s quite a departure 
from its humble beginnings in a club room at a condo 
complex. Low attendance ensures that everyone is 
able to network and have real life interactions with 
some successful business owners and bloggers. Past 
speakers have included Ashley Hackshaw of Lil ’ Blue 
Boo, Ashley Stock of Little Miss Momma , Lisa Leonard 
of Lisa Leonard Designs, Desiree of The 36th Avenue, 

and recently Alison Prince of Pick Your Plum and 
Courtney Brown of Cents of Style. With other bloggers 
and small business owners in attendance to network, 
it’s hard not to be inspired by all the sensational talent 
around. 

What kind of women will you f ind at Elevate? 
Women who start small business that turn into big 
businesses. Women who write down the ugly, who 
promote their platforms with integrity, who love life 
even among the chaos of everyday. Elevate brings 
together women, like me, who worry that we are doing 
it wrong, even when we are doing it right. Women who 
work tirelessly to make sure there is food on the table 
and a roof over their family. Elevate brings together 
women who struggle and push to get their dreams 
off the ground, women who never give up in the face 
of adversity, women who will do whatever it takes to 
keep their dreams alive. These are the women who 
invoke the spirit of Elevate. 

Every year I leave Elevate with a renewed spirit. 
Which is exactly what the conference promotes. I 
get inspired, not just by the speakers, but by the 
women who participate. Assigned seating makes it 
possible to meet bloggers outside of my niche and 
comfort zone. Each year I have been seated with a 
speaker of the conference, allowing for networking 
and collaboration. Business cards are exchanged and 
friendships are born. This takes the guesswork and 
intimidation out of the collaboration process. It’s 
opportunities like these that set Elevate apart from 
the rest. It’s the unity, the comfort, and the casual 
atmosphere that makes it easy to be Elevated and 
inspired.

Past Elevate attendees agree, Elevate is the annual 
conference to attend.

“I have been blogging for a long time and 
sometimes I start to feel burned out. Every time I go to 
Elevate I leave refocused on the why’s of blogging and 
recharged, ready to keep going. Plus a huge bonus is 
all of the wonderful friends I have met because of this 
conference”. EMILY BARTON, EMMYMOM

Take It Higher
THE ELEVATE CONFERENCE

STORY   MEGAN CRUTCHFIELD  •  PHOTOGRAPHY   PRET T Y POSH PHOTOGRAPHY
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“Elevate inspires me to take a step back and 
evaluate the many methods available to contribute 
more online. Each of us is unique and has a dif ferent 
f lavor in our style of posting to social media and 
blogs and seeing that at Elevate shows me new 
ways to shine. My company creates content for 
businesses in a variety of industries and being able 
to attend a conference that is so versatile helps 
me to better direct our content f low for each of 
them. In a nutshell, Elevate delivers impact and 
inspiration for me and my clients”. JEN MILLER, 
NEEDSOMEONETOBLOG.COM

“I love that Summer & Jen make you feel 
included no matter how new or alumni you are. I 
also love that every single lady I’ve met at Elevate 
has something amazing to contribute whether 
they’re presenting or not. The decor is beautiful, 
the sponsors and food are amazing, and everyone 
is always dressed so cute! Shall I go on and on?”  
WENDY BYDE, OVER THE TOP MOMMY

Two thousand fifteen marked Elevate’s fourth 
year, and my third as an attendee. Every year I’m 
amazed at the hard work and attention to detail that 
Summer and Jen present. They work tirelessly for a 
year to make the day fantastic. By picking the right 
mix of speakers and vendors, it puts the attendees’ 
hearts in the right place. Summer and Jen lead this 
eclectic tribe of women every year and inspire us 
to be our best selves. They truly want every single 
attendee to be inspired and succeed. 

There are so many conferences that I could 
attend every year. I debate every year with myself, 
wondering if I want to put my pennies towards a 
bigger experience. I think about bigger opportunities 
that would allow me to better self promote. The 
classes and sessions to teach me how to grow my 
blog and increase my traff ic. The networking 
opportunities that could help me publish a book. 
Then I remember, I’m able to do all of that and more 
when I attend Elevate. I get to learn and network on 
a smaller stage, I get the actual ear of someone like 
Alison Prince or Courtney Brown. Elevate is more 
than a place to be educated about content, followers, 
and self promotion. Elevate is a place where I f ind 
a better sense of self, not just as a blogger but as 
a human. Sure I could learn a million ways to self 
promote, but would I walk away feeling like a better 
person? Would I be as inspired to do better? Would 
my vision be more in line with my dream? Would I 
feel as inspired to push myself and take that leap of 
faith needed to accomplish those dreams? Probably 
not, because Elevate is a place that allows me to 
connect with every person in the room. It’s a place 
that allows me to inspire and be inspired. 

What more could I ask for as a blogger and 
creator? Perhaps that Elevate become a two day event. 
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B / Why do you blog?
S + J / After three years of blogging separately, we decided we 
wanted to take the leap into a blog together to create a “home” for 
our conference. It’s been such a dream to be able to work together 
on this labor of love. Our purpose in every blog post is to show 
women simple and attainable ways to elevate the small details in 
every single day. Whether it’s a style post or a recipe, we want to 
show our sisters in womanhood that they are capable of living a 
beautiful life because they deserve it!

B / How did you find one another online? 
S + J / We initially started blogging separately, that’s actually 
how we met: over an email about HTML coding. Soon, we 
thought it might be fun to host a blogger meet-up in Southern 
California which ended up turning into a full day conference.

B / What was your first face-to-face meeting like?
S + J / It was both nerve wracking and exciting. We had our f irst 
meeting about 2 weeks before our initial Elevate conference. 
Jen’s husband works in the hotel business so we decided to meet 
there to do some crafting. It was a lot like a f irst date: nerves, 
hoping our personalities would mesh, worried about our outfits. 
We really feel like we are kindred spirits because after our initial 
meeting, we really felt like we’ve known each other all of our 
lives.

B / What do you do to keep the relationship going?
S + J / We talk almost every single day and the Voxer app has 
been so fun! It’s like a walkie-talkie so we can easily carry on a 
conversation without actually being on the phone. We also make 
sure that we aren’t always talking “business.” With so many 
conferences we attend, we get to see each other about every three 
months.

B / So. You joined forces and POOF! Elevate was born. What is 
your vision for it and how has it morphed?
S + J / We felt a void in the Southern California blogging 
community. We wanted to provide a space for bloggers to gather 
and build a network that would inspire and uplift. We are so 
humbled to see our litt le “meet-up” evolve into a 100 person event 

where attendees actually travel in from out of state! Our favorite 
thing about hosting Elevate is seeing the life-long friendships 
that have been built from meeting that day. We ourselves have 
met real life friends with so many of the women who have 
attended. Having that real life support is life changing.

B / What would you say to someone who is having trouble or is 
afraid to connect offline?
S + J / Jump in with both feet! Have courage and confidence – 
you are amazing – anyone who has the privilege to know you in 
real life is one lucky lady! Seek out conferences, meet-ups and 
blogging events in your area. Heck, get on a plane and travel 
to those place if you have to. Building relationships off line is 
essential to experiencing everything the blogging community has 
to offer. 

B / Any words for those who are already active offline?
S + J / There is a saying,“To those who much is given, much is 
expected.” If you already have relationships off line, reach out 
and bring someone into the fold. There are so many women who 
are intimidated or scared about putting themselves out there for 
fear of rejection. We can all relate to that feeling. Let’s be the 
ones who help overcome that fear. Invite others to join you in 
attending events. Or, even better, when you are out and about, 
seek out those who come without a posse and be welcoming and 
loving to them. It’s a scary thing to feel alone. Let’s make this 
blogging community one where we reach out instead of shut out.

B /  How has the community of blogging affected you?
S + J / We could go on and on. If we had to summarize how we 
have been blessed by the blogging community, we would have 
to say that it has made our lives more rich. We’ve made so many 
friends, developed useful skills and found a purpose in building 
up this community that brought us together.

Q&A WITH THE ELEVATE FOUNDERS
After years of blogging solo, Jen and Summer took 
things offline, married their efforts and took things 
to a whole new level which resulted in the commu-
nity of Elevate. 

WEB WWW.ELEVATE-EVERYDAY.COM
EMAIL HELLO@ELEVATE-EVERYDAY.COM
TWIT TER @ELEVATE_EDAY  •  @SUMMER_ELEVATE  •  @JEN_ELEVATE
PIN ELEVATE EVERYDAY  •  SUMMER ELEVATE  •  JEN ELEVATE
INSTA @ELEVATE_EVERYDAY  •  @SUMMER_ELEVATE  •  @JEN_ELEVATE
FB @ELEVATE EVERYDAY
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THE INFLUENCE CONFERENCE
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ABOUT CONFERENCE
The Inf luence Conference is for every woman. We 

believe that every woman has God-given inf luence 
right where she is--whether she’s a student, mom, 
married, entrepreneur, creative, speaker, writer, 
executive, teacher--it doesn’t matter. The conference 
is a celebration of this truth and the chance for like-
minded women to come together to worship, connect 
and learn together. 

The conference has continued to grow since its 
start in 2012, and has featured speakers such as Lara 
Casey, Shauna Niequist, Jeff Goins, and others. 

This year is our fourth and f inal Inf luence 
Conference in Indianapolis, IN. We expect this 
conference to not be the end of something, but 
the beginning of something much greater. The 
theme for the conference this year is “A Campfire 
Commissioning” and we’re calling our women to 
gather together so that we can send them out on 
mission in their passions, projects, and places they’re 
from. Instead of one large annual conference, our 
future efforts will be focused on local meet-ups and 
training opportunities and regional events that we 
hope to simulcast live. We’re so expectant of the new 
direction we’re headed for Inf luence events and it’s 
thrilling to grow in this way with our members. It’s 
exciting to tangibly put into practice what we tell 
all of our members of Inf luence to do. These more 
frequent and smaller events will provide everyone the 
opportunity grow and be encouraged on a larger scale 
like never before.  

ABOUT NETWORK
The Inf luence Network started in January 2013 

and has continued to grow in size and passion ever 
since. The Network exists to be a starting place to 
equip and encourage in your passions and projects, 
right where you are. We all are daughters of God with 
our eyes on the Lord, and we want to come together 
to help further equip women to do that in their own 
unique way. The Network is a place for women to get 
a taste of what community with other like-minded 
women is like, so they are further equipped to bring 
the gospel to their own local communities. It’s a 
starting place, and a spot for women to gather tools, 
encouragement, and inspiration. Our goal and hope is 
that women know their time was well spent when they 
close their computer at the end of the day and sign off 
of the Network.  

Network membership is $10/month, with many 
member perks. Members have access to free and new 
content each month, classes on a variety of topics, and 
community groups with other like minded women. 
The Network also produces a podcast every other 
week with gospel-oriented speakers that are experts 
in their f ield, quarterly book clubs with free books for 
members, and events that are free to members.

a place 
to equip & 
encourage you 
in your passions 
& projects, 
right where 
you are. 

FIND MORE ABOUT INFLUENCE AT:
WWW.THEINFLUENCENET WORK.COM
@INFLUENCENET

PHOTOGRAPHY   VISIONS PHOTOGRAPHY BY HANNAH ARNOLD
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DON’T MISS ISSUE ONE
RELEASING NOVEMBER 15! 

featuring:
/ The Yellow Conference Shines Bright in LA

/ At the Table with Found + Gathered
/ The Holiday Home with Layla Palmer of The Lettered Cottage

/ Inspiration and tips from Heather Crabtree, 
@emyleesays, and @thecreativeporcupine 

and much more!

Next Issue
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In 2008 while working as an executive in public 
relations, I started blogging myself. I immersed myself 
in the blogging community. Blogging quickly became 
more of a focus and I began to seek out opportunities 
to meet other bloggers in real life.  

I attended my very f irst event for bloggers in 2008 
and noticed that while there were many “mommy” and 
cause bloggers, there weren’t a lot of creative bloggers 
at the events I was attending. I came home determined 
to help create a similar space for bloggers in my own 
maker niche. 

I launched my event in 2009 and held my first 
conference for 175 craft, handmade, DIY and party 
bloggers in the spring of 2010 in Phoenix. More than 
f ive years later our niche has grown tremendously, 
we’re moved the venue to Salt Lake City, Utah and 
Snap is stil l going strong with over 500 attendees at 
the last conference.

The conference is more like a blogger wonderland. 
From themed events like a “Garden Party” to a full 
room of sewing machines for a hands on workshop 
to a cooky photo booth. Each year we try to bring 

together the best of the best in the maker world. 
We run five classes each hour - three business and 
blogging, one sewing and one hands on craft or DIY. 
On top of that, we bring in the industries best to speak 
during our general sessions. In 2015, we heard from 
bloggers Elsie and Emma from A Beautiful Mess, 
celebrity event planner and television star David 
Tutera, craft celebrity Heidi Swapp and HGTV star 
Dan Morris, along with dozens of other amazing 
speakers. 

Just like other events of this nature, SNAP has 
a team of sponsors who support the conference’s 
activities. We are picky about our sponsors because 
they not just a logo on a page but a presence at the 
event. At SNAP, we integrate our sponsors into fun 
activities surrogating the event like our annual 3M 
Door Decorating Contest, hands on classes, parties 
and service. In addition, SNAP helps facilitate paid 
relationships between our bloggers and brands beyond 
the event itself. 

One of the main reasons to come to an event such 
as SNAP is for the networking. Networking with 

OH, SNAP!
THE SNAP CONFERENCE

Tauni Everett, founder of the SNAP Conference

Tauni is a former public relations executive who spent 15+ years handling communications for an array of clients from the Olympics 
and NBA teams to popular political figures. Today, she works as a social media and public relations consultant and runs Snap - 

a conference for creative bloggers and entrepreneurs.

PHOTOGRAPHY   ALEX ADA MS PHOTOGRAPHY
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others is one of the most important things a blogger can do. We 
try to help facilitate networking with the type of activity you’d 
typically see at a conference - a business card exchange, mix and 
mingle hours, etc. What really sets us apart though is our Secret 
Sister program. Interested bloggers (about 60%) sign up to serve 
as a secret sister for another blogger. Prior to the conference they 
take time to get to know other bloggers, comment and provide 
additional support on their blogs and then gift their sister with 
one gift each day of the event. Attendees learn who their secret 
sister is on the last day. It’s one of our most popular programs. 

And if all of that wasn’t enough, each attendee receives over 
$300 worth of products and gifts in their swag bag! 

Here is what three past SNAP Conference attendees have to say 
about their experience:

“The classes at SNAP are fantastic. I’ve learned a ton from 
attending! I’m a triple dipper, and I don’t plan on missing it 
anytime soon.  Every blogger who attends will go home with 
a ton of information on how to be a better blogger, but more 
importantly I always leave feeling empowered and inspired to be 
a better mom and wife also. 

“I love SNAP! My favorite part is rubbing shoulders 
with amazing bloggers from all over the nation. In fact, I 
met several life-long friends while attending SNAP three years 
ago. We keep track of each other all year, we support each other, 
we collaborate on fun projects, and we meet back up every year at 
SNAP.” - BROOKE, ALL THINGS THRIFT Y

“SNAP is a mecca of information, partnerships, friendships, 
collaborations and opportunities for bloggers of all niches. After 
attending Snap in 2014, we applied the information learned and 
increased our blog’s traf fic and revenue by 400%! It was the best 
(and most fun!) business investment we’ve made to attend and we 
will be back every year!

“Snap is unlike any other blogging conference in that there 
is a camaraderie of bloggers and professionals that have a 
passion for sharing what they love and helping others to achieve 
their potential, no matter what level they are at in the blogging 
world.” - MALLORY & SAVANNAH, CL ASSY CLUTTER

“Whether you are just starting out or have been blogging for 
years, you can always learn new skills. Snap is the perfect place 
for creative bloggers to gain practical information on how to grow 
their blogs as well as tips on being more organized and ef ficient. 
It is also so amazing to spend the weekend getting to know other 
creative bloggers and have the chance to network with so many 
sponsors in one place; all in a conference that is pretty, organized 
and has so many fun classes and opportunities!

“For me it is the reset point for my blog for the year. I leave so 
excited about all the ideas I’ve learned and inspired by the great 
speakers we’ve heard. SNAP has also become a sort of “reunion” 
for me - I have made some of my best friends through blogging 
and this weekend is a fabulous time of spending time together, 
catching up and staying up way too late talking and laughing. 
I can’t say enough how much I love this conference!” - BEV - 
FL AMINGO TOES

In addition to facilitating relationships between bloggers 
and brands, SNAP maintains an active website and social 
media channels, f i l led with tips on blogging and creative 
entrepreneurship. We have an active Facebook support group for 
makers http://facebook.com/groups/snapconf. 

Interested in joining us? Next year’s SNAP Conference will be 
held April 14-16, 2016 at the Little America Hotel in Salt Lake City, 
UT. Tickets go on sale October 14, 2015.”

FIND MORE ABOUT THE SNAP CONFERENCE AT:
WWW.SNAPCONFERENCE.COM  •  @SNAPCONF
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Chasing the Desire
A CREATIVE BLOGGER’S REFLECTION OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS 

AND HOW BLOGGING HAS AFFECTED HER LIFE.

Looking back over the last seven years, I see 
many parallels connecting then to now. It’s the exact 
amount of time I’ve been married as I’ve been writing 
a blog. And considering all the adventures Zack 
and I have been on together, moving from Michigan 
to Minnesota to California, traveling to Tanzania, 
Africa, having two babies, starting two handmade 
businesses, and making many adjustments along the 
way, blogging has been a strong constant throughout.

Blogging has served as a source of comfort 
whenever we landed in a new town and I needed 
a friend. It’s been a source of encouragement to 
me when I wasn’t sure what to do next (or how to 
start). And it’s been a source of education, source of 
income for our family, and in many ways, a source of 
happiness.

I blog for many reasons, but I became a blogger 
because Zack, whom I highly admire and respect, 
encouraged me to start. At the time we had just 
graduated from Central Michigan University, and 
having a blog “was the thing journalists do”. And 
since I was a journalist-hopeful, I needed one, too 
(Obviously).

From that point on, with my brand new blog 
literally at my finger tips, I began sharing about 
our lives as newlyweds living in Detroit. I had also 
recently found Etsy.com and I was nearly obsessed 
with the fact women my age knew how to sew and 
were making a living from selling their handmade 
wares on Etsy. At the time I could think of nothing 
cooler, and being the independent gal I am, I was 
ready to try something new that would allow me to 
mix community with leadership.

With the help of many library books, many 
YouTube tutorials, and lots of mistakes, I taught 
myself how to sew the fall of 2008. The progress I 
made, the excitement I felt, the products I sewed -- all 
of these things were shared on my blog with passion 
infused throughout.

It didn’t take too long for others to f ind my blog, 
probably because I was sharing a ridiculous amount of 
links on Twitter and Facebook, but also realistically 

because I had a genuine excitement about what I was 
working on and experiencing. Did I mention that my 
husband and I were also unemployed at that time? 
Our jobs fell through with the rest of Detroit in 2009, 
but oddly I think this was to our advantage. Along 
with a litt le self-promotion, I combined my personal 
understanding of what makes a blog attractive long-
term, and soon my very own blog community was 
birthed.

I didn’t follow any crazy procedure to grow my 
blogging community, I simply shared what I was 
learning and invited them to reciprocate. I remember 
sending a lot of emails in the beginning, introducing 
myself and giving (genuine) compliments. I also 
collaborated with other bloggers and handmade shop 
owners, which created an organic community in due 
time. Consistency is key, I’ve learned, but allowing 
life to ebb & f low (and then overf low onto your blog) 
is a must, especially if you want to blog long-term. 
After a few months of “sewing lessons” I opened an 
Etsy shop and began selling zipped pouches and tote 
bags. About mid-way through 2009 (stil l unemployed) 
we decided to move to Minnesota and accept the only 
job offer either one of us received during the last 
seven months. Those were hard months, for sure, but 
as we experienced, a litt le inspiration can go a long 
way. Together we leaned into a new city, and with 
my newly discovered love for sewing we said hello to 
Minneapolis.

We truly enjoyed our time in Minnesota, with 
Zack f inding community with his passions and me 
with mine. I hosted local meet-ups often, with my very 
favorite meet-up at a local f loral shop to learn how to 
build a terrarium!

After three years in Minneapolis, we packed our 
Jeep and moved our growing family to Los Angeles. 
We were on to our next adventure, this time newly 
pregnant with our f irst baby. It was an easy choice to 
make (although hard for personal reasons), and once 
again we leaned into my handmade shop and blogging 
community, knowing their support would carry us 
through when inspiration felt bleak.

Maggie Whitley, Maggie Whitley Designs

Maggie Whitley Designs is a tight-knit community of handmade makers, wives, mamas 
and encouragers. On her blog she shares a variety of inspiration, as well as her story as 
a handmade business owner and mama. She and her husband live in a cozy apartment 
in Los Angeles with their two young children. They are adventure seekers, passion 
chasers, and color enthusiasts.
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We’ve been in Los Angeles for three years now, and 
it’s taken me a bit longer this time around to f ind a 
local blogging community, mostly because my time is 
now spent with two of the sweetest kids: our children. 
Since our move to LA we welcomed a son named 
Maxwell, and just last year, a daughter named Natalie. 
I have made a few adjustments with my handmade 
businesses, which have been both easy and hard. Most 
of the community I meet with face-to-face is through 
my girlfriends and our children, and I have one dear 
friend in particular, Joanna, who has so self lessly 
blessed me with encouragement. Motherhood has 
forced me to be even more intentional with my time 
(and community-building), that is for sure.

The content I share on my blog has naturally 
changed over the last seven years. I mean, how can 
it not change? The things I am doing today for work 
are vastly different from the things I was doing a 
few years ago. My daytime hours are mostly spent 
with our children, although I have some part-time 
childcare which helps me pursue my creative callings 
in a really healthy way.

Instead of writing on my blog as a way to 
document a wide-variety of thoughts (which is how I 
blogged in 2008), I now focus on writing as a way to 
preserve topics I treasure. How do I balance working 
on a handmade business while staying home with 
our two young kids? How exactly do we live in a 
city that is far from our families? When do I pursue 
my hobbies, like starting a book club and running 
multiple miles each day? Making a point to celebrate 
the “ordinary” in my life is what I blog about. These 
are all life-giving topics, and when I sit down to write 
them the words seem to f low with ease. I wish I knew 
to focus on topics such as these when I f irst started 
blogging.

There have been many moments the last couple 
of years that have been aff irming for me, not only on 
what to write about on my blog, but when to write. 
Thankfully I’ve wised up, and if a topic takes a really 
long time to develop, or if I struggle to sit down and 
write on a specif ic topic, I know these are warning 
signs. As a person who thrives on aff irmation, this has 
been incredibly helpful.

One post in particular that was very easy to write 
was when I described exactly how it feels when I run. 
Another was explaining the differencing between 

Gussy Sews & Caroline-made, my two handmade 
shops. While in Tanzania, Africa, I felt called to 
share how it felt to have my dirty feet rub against the 
dirty feet of my neighbor. A personal post that really 
solidif ied my blogging community was when I wrote 
about our desire (and struggle) to have a baby.

When I write what is on my heart, when there is 
no gap between how I’m truly feeling in my soul and 
what I’m publishing on my blog, those are the ones 
when I grow the most as a daughter of Christ and 
friend. Those are the posts where I feel like I’m sitting 
next to my readers, instead of behind the screen of a 
computer. 

I seek community in different ways, all of which 
are dependent on what would f il l me up the most 
during a particular life season. Sometimes it’s through 
hosting a local meet-up, other times it’s in a small 
group setting (like book club). Sometimes it’s through 
an encouraging discussion online, either giving advice 
or connecting friends, for example. And honestly, 
sometimes it’s by saying hello to my neighbor, whom 
I don’t know, while out on a run with the kids. 
Community has a way of f inding us, I’ve learned -- we 
only need to have enough margin in our lives to fully 
realize what we need, then the desire to chase it.

To anyone wanting to start a blog (or just freshen 
up their content), my advice is to make a list of 5-7 
topics that give you seemingly endless content ideas. 
Decide within yourself what you will/will not discuss. 
Write two purpose statements: one for yourself as the 
writer, and one your reader. And most importantly, 
keep it fun! The moment your blog feels like a 
dreadful task is the moment you’ve lost touch with 
sharing your passions with your community. And if 
you don’t receive a lot of comments, or any at all - 
don’t let those deter you from publishing new posts. 
Sometimes no comments means your community 
is spending time thinking about what you wrote. 
Sometimes the discussion ends up happening on 
Facebook or Instagram. Sometimes the majority of 
your community is reading on a mobile device, and 
so commenting seems “too diff icult”. My point here is 
that you should focus your time and energy on writing 
about what you’re truly passionate about, and the 
readers/discussion will f ind you when they’re ready.
FIND MORE ABOUT THE MAGGIE AT:
WWW.MAGGIEWHITLEY.COM  •  @MAGGIEWHITLEY

“We only need to have enough 
margin in our lives to fully realize 
what we need and then the desire 
to chase it.”
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SAMPLER PL ATE OF CHOCOL ATE CHIP, 
CARROT CAKE AND COCONUT WAFFLES

These are no Eggo’s. These delicacies are an 
encounter with an old breakfast classic that has been 
transformed into it’s own food genre. One that will 
not quickly be forgotten.

The Waff le Affair recently hosted a gathering of 
bloggers for a morning of taste-testing heaven in their 
Newport Beach, CA shop. Whether standing up at the 
bar-height table or sitting back in one of the white, 
leather banquettes, the smell of Illy coffee concoctions 
and the hot waff le irons are intoxicating. The magic 
happening in the open kitchen behind the counter 
is visible to all in the small, but elegantly appointed 
restaurant—whether waiting to order or to receive a 
steaming plate.

What’s the big deal? They appear to be classic 
waff les to the naked eye but they are actually a variety 
of sweet and savory creations made from scratch and 
baked fresh to order. Start off with some hot dog 
bits and dip (the spicy mayo is unreal), move onto 
prosciutto and gruyere or turkey and Havarti (think 

“sandwich” but on a whole new level), nibble a few 
glazed or cinnamon sugar bits before f inishing off 
the experience with chocolate chip, coconut or, my 
personal favorite, carrot cake with cream cheese 
frosting. Each waff le is memorable. With all the 
ingredients incorporated into the batter, toppings are 
not necessary, but there is an offering of an array of 
syrups, sauces, creams and dips.  Don’t worry, there is 
even a gluten-free friendly option. 

It is a wonderful thing to gather with like-minded 
individuals such as other bloggers and creatives, and 
it is taken to a whole new level when opportunities 
such as this are offered by establishments such as The 
Waff le Affair. Because, really, what’s better marketing 
than word of mouth? And, let me tell you, my mouth 
is in love with this place!

A Waffle Affair
to Remember

FIND MORE ABOUT THE WAFFLE AFFAIR:
WWW.THEWAFFLEAFFAIR.COM
@THEWAFFLEAFFAIR

founder + editor Brooke Saxon-Spencer with blogger and 
contributor Alissa Circle enjoy the morning together
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After meeting at a similar group years before, co-founders 
Betsy Haley, food stylist and blogger at betsylife.com, and Marissa 
Cool, interior designer, strung their ideas together and have 
been able to establish a growing, supportive and inspirational 
community for female creatives and solopreneurs in San Diego, 
California (and beyond) through Collaborative Thread.

According to Marissa and Betsy, there is a really exciting 
creative scene happening in San Diego right now. As a city that’s 
leading in alternative careers, a space was needed for all those 
creative entrepreneurs to meet, network and collaborate. As 
women meeting those criteria, it was only natural that they were 
drawn to helping and promoting other women who were launching 
their businesses or who were creatively working in a stil l male-
dominated workforce. 

“In some industries, being a solopreneur is no problem, but 
when you’re producing something creative, it’s very easy to get 
caught up in your own head about it,“ Marissa and Betsy say. 
The ladies believe that creativity truly thrives when you can step 
back, get a fresh set of eyes on something, or bounce ideas off 
of someone else. Collaborative Thread is all about connecting 
creative people who can inspire each other, constructively 
criticize, positively promote, and overall help one another to fulf il l 
their creative visions: one part network, one part coach, one part 
therapist.

To keep people connected, Collaborative Thread hosts 
bi-monthly events. The location changes with every event to 
accommodate those who live countywide and to provide new 
inspiration and promotion with each venue. They also try to vary 
the content to keep things fresh. Sometimes they’ ll do a hands-
on craft. Sometimes they’ ll have a business speaker. Their July 
event is always the annual mixer where they invite men to attend 
as well, and the November event is always a panel discussion 
featuring successful creative women sharing their stories. At every 
event, they feature creatives, where they tap a few ladies from the 
Collaborative Thread network to feature their work, and give them 
an opportunity to promote their businesses. 

In addition to Collaborative Thread’s bi-monthly events, they 
host an events directory on their website where they advertise 
creative events for those in their network. They also have a 
Facebook group which they think of as “creative classif ieds”, 
where members can post if they’re looking for something specif ic 
like a photographer, event space, web designer, or even feedback 
on a project they’re working on. Recently, CT has begun hosting 
workshops to help people achieve their creative and business goals. 
But in the end, more than anything else, Collaborative Thread 
offers a supportive and inspirational community of like-minded 
individuals.

Though Collaborative Thread hosts generally 70-100 attendees 
at each event,  their reach is much greater with thousands of 
followers across their social media networks. 

“We are thrilled to see new faces at each event, and to 
constantly engage with new creative women both online and 
in person,” the co-founders share. Want to get connected? Like 
Collaborative Thread on Facebook, join their Facebook group, and 
sign up for their newsletter. Through these channels you’ ll f ind 
out about not only Collaborative Thread’s upcoming events, but 
also other events hosted by those in the community. 

We live in a virtual world where, Betsy and Marissa say, 
“Connecting online isn’t all that different then connecting in 
person. It can really be a blessing not only because you can reach 
people you never would have been able to before, but also because 
you have the luxury of formulating your thoughts before you hit 
‘send’.” It can be daunting to reach out, but they suggest to keep 
in mind that every single person has faced that same fear you are 
facing. It gets easier. Ask questions, be a good listener, and be 
confident that you are bringing something of value to the table.
Their best advice? “Just be you! Be authentic. Be kind. It shows, 
even through a computer screen.”

We asked each of these ladies how the creative community has 
affected them. 

Betsy //  For me, this community has connected me with 
everyone I have partnered with to take my business to the next 
level. For example, I wanted to redesign my website, but I didn’t 
know how to do that. I met my web designer through Collaborative 
Thread and not only did she see my vision, she was able to help me 
expand on it in a way I never dreamed of. I got a great website, a 
wonderful friend, and was able to support another creative woman 
who was working towards achieving her own goals. I also get a 
huge amount of satisfaction from connecting women who I think 
would be great creative partners, and seeing their work come to 
life both online and in person. Being able to celebrate so many 
successes for so many people is really a wonderful thing. 

Marissa  //  Through CT, I’ve met so many talented women 
who are doing what they love and making their dream career a 
reality. The amount of support our group gives off to each other is 
unprecedented. It’s enforced a mentality in me that we are not here 
to compete, but rather see each and every one of us succeed and 
continue to make San Diego an amazingly creative city. 

Collaborative Thread is a network that exists for the purpose of 
empowering female creatives. 

Sewing up Community
THE COLL ABORATIVE THREAD

CONNECT WITH THE THREAD AT:
WWW.COLL ABORATIVETHREAD.COM
IG @ COLL ABORATIVETHREAD
T WIT TER @COLL ABTHREAD
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Where’s the 
Party?

It is a party when a group of people come to 
celebrate. Especially so when there is Prosecco and 
pink lemonade involved! Just like last month when 
50 women creatively came together to Paper Craft 
101 night hosted by Where’s the Party?. 

The store was transformed into a workshop 
for the evening, f il led with tabletops covered with 
papers to make banners, tags, f lowers and garlands. 
Shop owner Candy Hirte did not overlook a single 
sheet of glitter, patterned and colored paper in her 
stash to share with the attendees at this open house 
event for women creatives of all ages.

Above all the banners and garlands, community 
and relationships are clearly important to this litt le 
shop. Not only was nearly every attendee greeted 
by name, but the shop’s entire staff was on hand 
to welcome, mingle and lend a pair of scissors 
when needed. The glue-gun-burned f ingers were 
definitely worth the price for the experience of the 
hugs exchanged, champagne sipped and dizzying 
chatter that seems to happen when a group of ladies 
are creating in one space together.

Where’s the Party? is a delightful shop f il led 
with endless inspiration for any celebration on 
your list. Inspiration for tabletop styling to gift 
wrapping, gifts for baby to home decor, paper 
straws to a Kate Spade collection, there is always 
something to catch your eye as you meander 
around the store. Celebrating its 25th anniversary 
this year, this boutique is more than its extensive 
selection of invitations. It is a place of celebration 
and community. Not to mention a lot of balloons. So 
now you know. There is no need to ask, “Where’s the 
Party?”. Cleary, it’s here. Cheers!

Where’s the Party is located in Costa Mesa, CA. 

FIND MORE ABOUT THE 
WHERE’S THE PART Y?
WWW.WHERESTHEPART YOC.COM

HOLD ON TO YOUR MEMORIES
With Chatbooks you can make photo books in just a few minutes, right from your phone. 
Our books automatically arrange photos in chronological order, with one beautiful photo 
per page. There’s never been a simpler way to create photo books!

Use code ‘BELONG’  for 2 free books, when you start an ongoing book subscription.

Available at chatbooks.com or:
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